
Ride Through Time
The choice of lightweight motorcycles has never been

greater. And sometimes it can be di cult to decide what

you really want. Yamaha Sport Heritage models combine

the timeless style from another era with proven quality

and the latest engine and chassis technology. And the

XSR125 Legacy is going to make your decision a whole lot

easier.

Stand out features include classic spoked wheels with

gold rims, a compact naked chassis with upside-down

forks, and a traditional tank and seat design. Powered by

the same engine as Yamaha’s best-selling MT-125 Hyper

Naked and R-125 Supersport, you can be sure that you’re

going to experience thrilling performance with

unrivalled reliability.

Whether this is the very beginning of your motorcycling

journey – or you’re looking to rediscover the two-wheel

lifestyle – this is the right way to go. Stylish and built to

give you class-leading performance along with Yamaha’s

renowned quality and reliability, the XSR125 Legacy is

inspired by the past and built for the future.

Heritage style with sport performance

Lightweight spoked wheels with gold

rims

High performance sport tyres

2-piece aluminium mu er cover

Dedicated colours and graphics

Class leading 125cc 11kW engine

37mm upside-down front forks

Strong and lightweight Deltabox

frame

Stylish LED lighting

Premium details
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Ride Through Time
This lightweight ‘Faster Sons’ model is the ideal bike for anyone who appreciates timeless design and

authentic style – but also wants the sports performance that comes with the very latest engine and

chassis technology. Inspired by the past and built for the future, the XSR125 Legacy is the ultimate

choice for any rider – beginner, experienced or returning.

Take a closer look at the XSR125 Legacy and you can see that it’s been built to stand out in any crowd.

Spoked wheels with gold coloured rims as well as the round headlight shell and circular LCD

instruments give this neo-retro a pure look and feel that never goes out of style. And you’re going to

love the beautifully crafted details including the aluminium brackets, dedicated low-key colours and

stylish graphics.

And as soon as you start the liquid-cooled 125cc engine you’ll know that this punchy lightweight has

got the performance you need. Developing 11kW – the upper limit for A1 license riders – the XSR125

Legacy produces strong acceleration through the gears. Its Deltabox frame and upside-down forks

ensure lightweight sports handling – and the upright riding position gives a comfortable ride every

time.
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Heritage style with sport
performance

The XSR125 Legacy is a perfect example

of how Yamaha’s iconic Sport Heritage

bikes are inspired by the past and built for

the future. Beautifully crafted aluminium

components complement its timelessly

styled bodywork – and behind the modern

retro exterior this iconic lightweight

bene ts from Yamaha’s very latest high

performance engine and frame technology.

Lightweight spoked wheels
with gold rims

The attention to detail on this 125cc

Sport Heritage bike is what makes it

stand out wherever you go. The classic

spoked wheels with gold coloured

aluminium rims are inspired by Yamaha’s

winning race bikes from the 1970s, giving

the XSR125 Legacy a timeless feel and

authentic look.

High performance sport tyres

This lightweight 'Faster Sons’ Yamaha is

aimed at any rider – beginner, experienced

or returning – who is searching for the real

spirit of motorcycling. To bring out the

bike’s sporting potential it’s equipped with

Metzeler Karoo block pattern tyres that

ensure high levels of traction for

exhilarating performance.

2-piece aluminium mu er cover

Everywhere you look on this beautifully

 nished motorcycle you’ll see that it’s

been put together with close attention to

every component. Emitting a deep and

powerful sound, the upswept mu er

features a stylish 2-piece aluminium cover

that underlines the bike’s sporty

speci cation.

Dedicated colours and graphics

The XSR125 Legacy’s tank and side panel

graphics are in uenced by the designs

used on Yamaha’s larger capacity Sport

Heritage bikes – and the bike is available

in a dedicated Historic Black  nish.

Class leading 125cc 11kW engine

Powering this outstanding Sport Heritage

bike is one of the most successful designs

that is also featured on the MT-125 Hyper

Naked and R-125 Supersport. Developing

11kW – the maximum allowed in the A1

license class – this powerful 125cc liquid

cooled 4-stroke engine delivers strong

acceleration for an exhilarating ride every

time.
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Engine

Engine type Liquid-cooled, SOHC, Single cylinder, 4-stroke
Displacement 124cc
Bore x stroke 52,0 x 58,6 mm
Compression ratio 11,2 : 1
Maximum power 11,0 kW @ 10.000 rpm
Maximum Torque 11,5 Nm @ 8.000 rpm
Lubrication system Wet sump
Clutch Type Wet, Multiple Disc
Ignition system TCI
Starter system Electric
Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6-speed
Final transmission Chain
Fuel consumption 2,1 L/100 km
CO2 emission 47 g/km
Carburettor Electronic Fuel Injection

Chassis

Frame Diamond
Caster Angle 26º
Trail 95 mm
Front suspension system Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø 37 mm
Rear suspension system Swingarm
Front travel 130 mm
Rear Travel 110 mm
Front brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø 267 mm
Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø 220 mm
Front tyre 110/70-17
Rear tyre 140/70-17

Dimensions

Overall length 2.005 mm
Overall width 805 mm
Overall height 1.090 mm
Seat height 815
Wheel base 1.330 mm
Minimum ground clearance 145 mm
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank) 139,5 kg
Fuel tank capacity 10 L
Oil tank capacity 1,05 L
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Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and

respect fellow riders and the environment. Images shown in this brochure depict professional riders

performing under controlled conditions. Speci cations and appearance of Yamaha products as shown

here are subject to change without notice and may vary according to requirements and conditions. For

further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
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